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A young boy takes a voyage through the solar system aboard a space ship and learns about the

sun, planets, moons, and asteroids. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.
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I had this book as a child, and can't wait to pass it along to my niece so she can enjoy it as much as

I did. It's getting hard these days to find a tape player but hopefully they'll re-release this book with a

CD. Very recommended for children to learn.

EDITINGI bought this for a second time as a gift and AGAIN the flimsy case was cracked and the

cheap-looking CD had scratches all over as if it had been used. This was a gift and I was

disappointed in the appearance of the CD. Thank goodness it played well. Just embarrassing giving

a used-looking gift. Expected more for something that cost over $20.001st review-------.brought back

a ton of memories !!! Love it---- even though the case came broken :(

I had this book and the accompanying audio tape as a kid and always loved listening to it. I'm

great-full to be able to re-acquire this book for my own keeping. Unfortunately, it seems that there

are no more copies of the tape in existence anymore, and the only digital copy of the audio is a

hideously compressed Monaural version of the tape which reduces the once spectacular stereo

sound engineering to a squawking am radio quality.



My parents bought me this book, and the accompanying cassette as a kid and I nearly wore them

both out with repeated use. The audio drama is awesome, great sound effects, good voice acting,

and plenty of accurate data, circa 1989. The downside, this copy does not come with the cassette,

and the recording that s Audible has is a disaster of audio compression. I strongly suggest looking

for recordings elsewhere if possible. There is a CD version that has good audio, as well as a PDF

version of the book, but most kids would prefer to be holding a real book and be able to turn pages

with the sound.

i was expecting a regular cd like you would buy at the store not something that looked like my

brother-in-law burnt it off line and printed out a cover. however the story is there and it sounds like it

did when i was a kid. for $16 i thought i would get better then that.

As good as children's books can get. I read and re-read this book time and again. It created a

baseline interest in science and in what seemed possible to me as a kid. A must for any library, and

something that a kid could pore over for hours on end, again and again, which ties into so many

aspects of scientific inquiry.

I had this book as a child and remember it quite fondly. As I was reading it to my daughter I wished

that I had the cassette to go with it, but that is long gone. Fortunately, I discovered the audio is

available on iTunes. Highly recommended for the 6-12 audience.
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